The RC-01 room console switch consists of a standard emergency call pull switch with red LED status indicator light and beaded brass chain. The beaded chain provides a more secure gripping surface than typical nylon strings. A push button is located next to the pull switch for Courtesy Check-in. Each day, the central computer will cause the greenCourtesy Check-in LED to begin to flash. The flashing LED is a visual reminder to employees that the computer is waiting for them to press the button and check in for the day. When the button is pressed, the light goes out until the next morning when the cycle is repeated. Departments may be placed in “vacant” or vacation mode so that they do not continue to show up each morning as not checked-in. When in vacant mode, the LED will remain flashing during the vacancy period. Pressing the Courtesy Check-in button will cause the light to go out and automatically reinstate the department in the daily check-in monitoring. This avoids any human error that might be associated with manually attempting to track and manage departments. The switch is reverse printed on clear acrylic media and then laminated to the back plate. The protected printing will never chip or peel off. Custom printing is also available.

RC-01 Specifications:

Dimensions: 4 5/8"H x 4 5/8"W

Back box: 4S with double gang plaster ring

Adjustable trim ring assures accurate vertical alignment even when back boxes are askew.

Various wiring diagrams are available for the RC-01.